
Antimon   klangumsetzer

rinden/bark



schneegesicht/snowface



negativ/negative



fasern/fibres



oberfläche/surface



ausbruch/outbreak



Antimon: stefan enjoys all kinds of music, from sublime 
noise to cheezy muzak. he tries to learn what music is all 
about by exploring instruments he does not master 
rather than deducing the correct manner in which to 
compose. the collaboration with eike has been a 
rewarding leap forward into music's mysterious realms.

instruments: ableton live, cockos reaper, dsi poly evolver 
key, epiphone bass guitar, music from outer space 
soundlab, nord modular g2

klangumsetzer: eike’s main interest in music is the 
transformation of personal experience into sound and 
vice versa. his love of trees – in many traditions a 
symbol of life – has led to a photo series of tree bark. In 
collaboration with stefan five pieces, one for each photo, 
were composed by exchanging ideas over the internet.

instruments: bugbrand postcard weevil, cockos reaper, 
moog ’little phatty’, universal audio plugins, u-he plugins

stefan and eike want to thank the electro-music.com
community for their support and encouragement.



Antimon   klangumsetzer

rinden/bark

1  schneegesicht/snowface 04:15
2  negativ/negative 08:11
3  fasern/fibres 03:56
4  oberfläche/surface 06:35
5  ausbruch/outbreak 11:00
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